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ABSTRACT

There is a simple relation between the forms of the transmission factors for upper levels
and the zero levels for rod shaped specimens When the equi-inclination technique is used,
the several ray paths for a given T have lengths ri for the zero level, while the ray paths for
the upper ievel at the same T are rifcosv If the form of the transmission factor for the zero
level is knorvn, the form for the upper level is therelore the same for the same value of T,
except that the geometrical scale of the cross-section is increased by the factor 1 /cos u. The
resulting correction for absorption for all levels is especially easy to apply iJ the cross-sec-
l ion oI  the crystal  is  c i rcular .

IxrnooucuoN

If a material has a l inear absorption coefficient &2, then, after traversing
a path of length f, a beam of original intensity 1o is reducedl to

I : los-*1u. (1)

If the crystal has a shape such that the various paths have difierent
lengths, *, then (1) must be integrated over the volume of the crystal.

The transmission factor is defined as the ratio of the intensity which is
diffracted by the specimen to the intensity which would be diffracted if
the specimen had no absorption. Let K be the fraction of the intensity of
the direct beam difiracted by a crystal in a particular spectrum. Then
the transmission factor for that sDectrum is
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What is termed the transmission factor here is

1 M J. Buerger. X-ray crystallography John Wiley and
181 -182 .
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ordinarily called the
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"absorption" factor. But, as Joel et al.2 have pointed out, that usage is

confusing. The fraction transmitted is If Ix, whereas the fraction ab-
sorbed is  i ts  complement  ( Is- I ' ) / Is .

Claasen,s and later Bradley,a solved (2) for cylindrical samples by
graphical integration. As a result, the transmission factor for cylindrical
samples is availablea's tabulated as a function of the Bragg angle 0 and

the product p1R, where R is the radius of the cylinder. Evidently the
transmission factor for a single crystal which has been ground to circular

cylindrical form can be treated in the same ways-B provided that the cor-

rection is required only for reflections from planes parallel to the cylinder

axis, and provided that the incident r-ray beam is normal to the cylinder

axis. But this corresponds to correcting only the zero level for normal-

beam or equi-inclination techniques.

TneNslrrssroN FACToRS FoR TrrE GBNBn,qr CasB

Fig. 1 shows a cross-section of a crystal ground to circular cross-sec-

tion. The path of the primary ray to the element of volume d.V is n, and

the path of the diffracted ray from the element of volume is *2. From this
point of view (2) can be written

r : ! f  {w , , t+ t ' , , " , gy .  ( 3 )
V J

In the general case, Fig. 2, the primary ruy makes an angle pr, and the

diffracted ray makes an angle z, with a plane normal to the cylinder axis.
The diffracted ray is more completely defined by cylindrical direction

coordinates z (the angular component in the plane of the cylinder axis)

2 N. Joel, R. Vera, and I. Garaycochea. A method for the estimation of transmission

factors in crystals of uniform cross section. ActaCryst, 6 (1953) 365 468.
3 A. Claassen The caiculation of absorption in r-ray porvder photographs and the scat-

tering power of tungsten. Pltil. Mag (7) 9 (1930) 57-65.
a A. J. Bradley. The absorption factor for the powder and rotating-crystal methods of

r-ray crystal analysis. Proc Phlts. Soc.,47 (1935) 879-899.
5 H. Kersten and W. Lange Method of preparing crystals for rotation photographs.

Rezt. Sci. Insh'. (12) 3 (1932) 790-791
6 C A. Beevers and W. Hughes. The crystal structure of Rochelle salt (sodium potas-

sium tartrate tetrahydrate, NaKCnHsOe 4HzO. Proc Roy. Soc , London (A) 177 (1941)

25t-259.
7 Ray Pepinsky. Method of cutting and shaping fragile crystals Rett. Sci'. In'str ,24

(1953) 403.
8F.Barbier iandJ.Durand.Methodof cut t ingcyl indr icalcrystals.  Rea.Sci .  Instr - ,27

(1956) 87r-872.
s C. Hermann Internationale Tebellen zur Bestimmung von Kristallstrukturen, Vol.

II. Gebriider Borntraeger, Berlin, (1935) 584
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Fro. 1. Crystal ground to a circular cross-section.

and T (the angular component in a plane normal to the cylinder axis).
Both p and / are setting coordinates for any method involving a rotating
crystal; T is a setting coordinate for a quantum-counter apparatus,lo
also is the coordinate on the Weissenberg film normal to the center line
of the film. Now, if one compares the situation for a general level at a
value of T equal to the 20 of Fig. 1, it is evident that for the general case,
the path r1 is replaced by xlfcos pr and the path x2 is replaced by the path
x2f cos v. Therefore the transmission factor for the upper level for this
reflection has the form similar to equation (3), namely

, : 
; J 

e-(Pr.,rlcos P.+rfzmra v)d,V. (4)

The integration is equivalent to an integration of o1 and rz over segments
of two ellipses, respectively, and then integrating over a change of loca-
tion of the join of the ell ipses.

AnsonprroN Facrons loR Eeur-rNCLrNATroN AND
Awrr-r qur-rNCLrNATroN

Relation (4) has a simple solution when z: -p (equi-inclination, gen-
eral level) or when v:lp (anti-equi-inclination, zero level only). In
these cases

,(PLtt+P f 2>lc6 
vdV.

e-Pf lcos rdV.

This is exactly the same as (2) except that every ray path is increased by
the factor lfcos v.

to M. J. Buerger. New single-crystal counter-tube technique. Acta Cryst., g (1956) 834.
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Frc. 2. General case: primary ray makes an angle p, and the difiracted ray makes an

angle r, with the plane normal to the cylinder axis'

To correct the upper-level equi-inclination reflection for absorption,

therefore, one applies the same correction that would be applied at the

same value of T for the zero level (where T-_ 20), except that it should

not be looked up under the value of R, but rather Rf cos v.

This analysis neglects an end effect (for which there is less absorption)

for the ends of the cylinder in Fig. 2. This end effect is negligible if the

length-to-diameter ratio of the cylinder is large. (If the absolute length

of the cylinder is so large that the ends are not in the *-ray beam, then

there is no end effect, but there must be a correction for the volume intet-

cepted by the beam. This is proportional to 1/cos z, so that the "inte-

grated intensity', must be corrected by cos z if the r-ray beam does not

bathe the fu l l  length of  the cy l inder . )

ExroNsroN To RoDS ol NoN-CTRCULAR Cnoss-SBcrroN

If the zero-level transmission factor is found for any rod-shaped speci

men of uniform cross-section, it follows from the above discussion that

the transmission factor for the upper levels is the same as that of the

zero level for the same value of T, except that the scale of the cross-sec-

tion (or else the absorption coefficient) must be regarded as increased by

the factor lf cosv,provided equi-inclination is used. The simplicity of the

absorption correction for equi-inclination provides one more reason for

using that technique whenever possible.
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Exeuprn

To il lustrate the importance of making a correction for absorption in
data taken from upper levels, an example is given here of the computa-
tion of the correction and its application: Three-dimensionar data were
obtained from a small crystal of woliastonite. The average diameter was
0.0076 cm. The linear absorption coefficient, calculated as outl ined else-
where, l  is ,u7:215 cm.- l  for  CuKa.  Thus prTR:0.81.  Table 1 shows the
computation of the transmission factor. For each level there is derived a

Tlnln 1. Cercur,erroN on ConnecuoN Fon AssonprroN ron Roo Snapnn
Cnysrar, ol Wolr,esronrrn

(pt :215 c l r  -1 
lon CuKa; Rannrs,  R:  C038 cu)

Transmission frctnr,  I

level:

/ l

c o s  , :

prR/cos v:

0
0 '
1
8 1

2
t2"10,

978
828

3
18 '25 '

919
853

4
24"55'

907
.893

5
31"4 i ,

850
. 9 5 4

6
39"12 '
. 7 7 5

1 045

7
47'31'
. 6 7 5

r 2 0

146
.  160
195

. 2 3 5

. 2 5 1

8
57'26',

538
1 .505

. 2 6 4

302
33.r
353

262
2 7 2
300
332
.1.) I

295
328
3+7

.248
2 5 8

.287
320
339

233
. 2 4 3
2 7 3
307
326

21.3
. 2 2 4
.25 .5
. 2 9 1
308

185
.  1q8
230
268
285

088
.  103

1 8 1
.  199

rtN. I iizcki and I'. T. Buerger. The cn'stal structure of livingstonite,HgSbzSs ZeiI.
I{rist., lA9, 129-157 (1957)

value of plRf cos z. For each of these values, the transmission factor is
found by interpolation from the corresponding value ol p.1R in standard
tables.a'e ro make actual use of these sample values of the transmission,
they should be plotted and connected by curves as shown in Fig. 3. Then
the transmission factor 7 for any reflection on any level can be read
when the value of T for the reflection is known. since this is a weissen-
berg coordinate, and also a setting coordinate for the single-crystal
Geiger-counter instrumentl0 the value is known for each reflection.

Fig. 3 brings out the importance of making appropriate corrections for
absorption in upper-level intensity data. The transmission factors for
the higher levels differ so widely from those of the zero level that onry a
poor residual factor, R, can be expected if the zero-level correction is
applied to all levels.tt Th" crystal in the example is about as small as
can be handled conveniently, yet the transmission factor falls in the
range 8/6 to 350/6 for CuKa radiation. For \{oKa, the value prR is of the
order of only lo/o of that for cuKa, and the corresponding transmis-
sions are in the range 9070-10070.
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Frc. 3. Transmission factor ? plotted against values of T for various levels'
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